Temporal structure of the apparent motion perception: a magnetoencephalographic study.
Humans perceive motion when numerous small dots pattern is followed by one of the same pattern but with all the dots shifted a little in one direction. When the amount of shift exceeds a level humans no more perceive motion even though physical visual information does not change. Using this stimulus, we addressed to elucidate the temporal structure of the neural activity related to this apparent motion perception. The magnetic responses to the random-dot patterns with various amounts of shift were measured while the subjects were performing a direction discrimination task. A significant magnetic response amplitude change occurred with three distinct peaks when the response inducing apparent motion was compared with those inducing no motion without change in the response latencies. The major difference occurred at about 110, 140, 210 ms after the stimulus onset. The response origin was always within the occipitotemporal area. The results indicate that the neural activity for the perception of apparent motion can be measured by MEG that occur at least 110 ms after the stimulus onset possibly in the human MT+. Three distinct peaks in the response difference may represent the sequential multiple neural process proposed theoretically though further study is necessary to prove.